7 subsection may be required. They are obtained as the derivatives of the quantities with respect to energy,
II. Definitions
The general pattern adopted in this subsection is to give a short definition for each quantity and to indicate in an explanatory note following the definition the precise meaning of any special phrase or term used. Only those definitions that are central to the consideration of radiation quantities and units are included and no attempt has been made to give a comprehensive list of all possible related definitions.
Following the definition of each quantity, its SI unit is indicated. If a special name for the SI unit has been approved, it is then given, together with its symbol and definition in terms of the SI unit. When a special unit has been used for the quantity, this is indicated, together with its relationship to the appropriate SI unit; it is also stated that the special unit may be used temporarily. While the ICRU has recommended that the special units be gradually abandoned over a period extending to 1985, some jurisdictions plan to complete the transition by an earlier date. Table 1 gives the symbol for each of the SI units used in this Report. Table 2 gives the name and symbol of each general use quantity defined here, together with the unit symbols used with it. Table 3 lists the SI prefixes.
The quantities defined in this subsection are divided into four categories. The first category is entitled "Radiometry" and deals with quantities associated with the radiation itself. The second category entitled "Interaction Coefficients" deals with quantities associated with the interaction of radiation and matter. The third category is entitled "Dosimetry" and deals with quantities that are generally products of quantities in the first and second categories. The fourth category is "Radioactivity. "
A. Radiometry
Radiation measurements and investigations of radiation effects require various degrees of specification of the radiation field at points of interest. This subsection starts with the definition of the most elementary quantities associated with the radiation field and definitions of further quantities are developed from them which specify the radiation field with increasing detail.
These quantities deal with either particle number or energy and this is denoted in their names, e.g., particle flux or energy flux, etc. The word particle can be replaced by the more specific term for the considered entity, e.g., neutron flux, electron fluence, etc. Similarly, one may use neutron energy flux, electron energy fluence, etc.
If the radiation field is constituted by particles of various energies, the spectral distribution with respect to particle energy of any of the quantities defined in this
All quantities defined in this section can be obtained by successive integrations of the spectral distribution, PI-; , of the particle radiance, p, with respect to particle energy, E, solid angle, S!, and time, t.
The particle radiance, p, p = r pr; dE Jc;
The (particle) fluence rate , IC,
Jr; JJ! The (particle) fluence, P,
The energy radiance, r,
The energy fluence rate , j?, j?= r r Epr;df?dE Jc; Ju
The energy fluence, ljt,
Similar integrations can be performed with respect to area. However, their form will depend on circumstances.
B. Interaction Coefficients
Interaction coefficients are non-stochastic quantities. They characterize interactions between radiation and matter. Therefore, they are usually given for specified radiations (also, often, for specified radiation energies), specified materials and, when applicable, also for specified types of interactions. Such specifications, while not required in the definitions, are essential when numerical values are quoted .
R .I . The cross section, fT, of a target entity, for an interaction produced by incident charged or uncharged particles is the quotient of P by P, where P is the probability of the interaction for one target entity when subjected to the particle fluence P. .)
m-
The special unit of cross section is the barn, b, 1 b = 10-28 m 2 Notes: (a) The term interaction refers to processes whereby the energy and/or the direction of the incident particle is altered. The interaction may be followed by the emission of a secondary particle or particles. In the case of nuclear reactions, the type of interaction is frequently expressed by specifying the incoming particle type and the outgoing particle type(s): e.g., fT..,.n, the photo-neutron emission cross section; fTn .n', the inelastic scattering cross section, , , By analogy, the same notation can also be used for atomic interactions: e.g" fT.
."e, the photoelectric cross 
where the component mass attenuation coefficients refer to those for the photoelectric effect, Compton effect, coherent scattering, and pair production, respectively. At energies in excess of ~ few MeV, extra terms for nuclear interactions may need to be added .
(e) In neutron physics, p is sometimes given the symbol 2:: and called the "macroscopic cross section." A separate symbol and the special name should be discouraged; the latter because the quantity does not have the dimensions of a cross section.
(f) 4'he mass attenuation coefficients of compound target entities such as molecules, are usually treated as if they were mixtures of independent atoms. This is justified in most cases, but can occasionally lead to errors, for example, for low-energy photons [5J.
B.3. The mass energy transfer coefficient, ptrl p, of a material for uncharged ionizing particles, is the quotient of dE,rl EN by I' dl, where E is the energy of each particle (excluding rest energy), N is the number of particles, and dElrl EN is the fraction of incident particle energy that is transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles by interactions in traversing a distance dl in the material of density p.
Notes: (a) p is the lola/linear attenuation toeffi-Unit: m~ kg-1 cient .
(b) Alternatively, if interactions between target entities contained in a target of a given atomic species can be disregarded, the mass attenuation coefficient can be expressed in terms of the total cross section, fT. The mass attenuation coefficient is the product of fTand N AIM, where N A is the Avogadro constant, and M is the molar mass of the target element.
Notes: (a) By convention, E does not include the rest energy of the particle. The sum of the initial kinetic energies of all the charged ionizing particles liberated by the uncharged ionizing particles is denoted by dElr (see Definition C.6) .
(b) Alternatively, if interactions between target entities contained in a target of a given atomic species can be disregarded, the mass energy transfer coefficient can be expressed in terms of the cross sections:
where f is a weighted average of fJ and fJ is the average of the fraction of the incident particle energy, E (excluding rest energy), that is transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles in each interaction of type J, pip is the mass attenuation coefficient, N A is the A vogadro constant, and M is the molar mass of the target element.
(c) For photons, one may write: -y ,ee+f -y,ee+) where the component lO cross sections refer to those for the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect, and pair production, respectively, and
where 0 is the average energy emitted as fluorescent radiation per photon absorbed and h v is the energy of the incident photon,
is the average energy of the Compton scattered photons,
where mc 2 is the rest mass energy of the electron. (d) For x rays and gamma rays, the separate components of f.Ltrl P are not usually expressed in terms of cross sections; instead, the following notation lO is used,
where the component mass energy transfer coefficients refer to those for the photoelectric effect, Compton effect, and pair production, respectively, and where rip is the photoelectric mass attenuation coefficient,
where {Tel p is the Compton mass attenuation coefficient, Ee is the average energy of the Compton recoil electron, and
where Kip is the mass attenuation coefficient for pair production.
(e) For neutrons, one may write:
The index L identifies the nuclide, ar,d the index J identifies the type of nuclear reaction (elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, (n,a), etc.). N L is the quotient of the number of nuclei of the L-th species in a volume element by the mass of matter in this volume element; frjE) is the average energy transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles in an interaction whose cross section is (Tu(E). For elastic scattering the average recoil energy, fel. is where mt is the mass of the target nucleus, mn is the mass of the neutron, and f 1 is the mean value of the cosine of the angle of deflection in the center of mass system. For other processes similar, but more complex, relations hold [6].
(f) The mass energy transfer coefficient of compound target entities such as molecules are usually treated as if they were mixtures of independent atoms. This is justified in most cases but can occasionally lead to errors, for example, for low-energy photons [5] .
B.4. The mass energy absorption coefficient, I4nl p, of a material for uncharged ionizing particles is the product of the mass energy transfer coefficient, f.Ltrl p, and (1 -g), where g is the fraction of the energy of secondary charged particles that is lost to bremsstrahlung in the material. Notes: (a) Alternatively, if interactions between target entities contained in a target of a given atomic species can be disregarded, the mass energy absorption coefficient can be expressed in terms of the cross sections:
where N A is the Avogadro constant, M is the molar mass of the target element, f.J is the average of the fraction of the incident particle energy, E (excluding rest energy) , that is transferred to kinetic energy of charged particles in each interaction of type J with an interaction cross section 0:1 and g.1 is the fraction of the energy of secondary charged particles produced in interaction J that is lost to bremsstrahlung. (b) Pen/ P and f.ltr/ P can differ appreciably when the kinetic energies of the secondary charged particles are comparable with, or larger than, their rest mass energies, particularly for interactions in high atomic number materials.
B .5. The total mass stopping power, S/ p, of a material for charged particles is the quotient of dE by p dl, where dE is the energy lost by a charged particle in traversing a distance dl in the material of density p.
SIdE
E may be expressed in e V and hence S / p may be expressed in eV m 2 kg-I.
Notes: (a) S is the total linear stopping power.
(b) For energies at which nuclear interactions can be neglected, the total mass stopping power is
where (dE/dl)col = S col is the linear collision stopping power and (dE/dl)rad = Srad is the linear radiative stopping power. (c) Total mass stopping power can also be expressed in terms of cross sections in a manner analogous to that discussed for f.ltr/ p. B.6. The linear energy transfer or restricted linear collision stopping power, L.:1. of a material for charged particles is the quotient of dE by dl, where dE is the energy lost by a charged particle in traversing a distance dl due to those collisons with electrons in which the energy loss is less than ..1.
Unit : J m-I E may be expressed in e V and hence L L1 may be expressed in eV m-I , or some convenient submultiple or multiple, such as keV .um-I .
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Notes: (a) Although the definition specifies an energy cut-off and not a range cutoff, the energy losses are sometimes referred to as "energy locally transferred ." (b) In order to simplify notation, ..1 may be expressed in e V. Then L 100 is understood to be the linear energy transfer for an energy cutoff of 100 eV. Notes: (a) It follows from the definition that the ions produced by the bremsstrahlung or other secondary radiation emitted by the charged particles are included in N.
(b) In certain cases it may be necessary to focus attention on the variation in the mean energy expended per ion pair along the path of the particle; then a differential concept is indicated which is defined in ICRU Report 31 [71.
C. Dosimetry
The effects of radiation on matter depend on the magnitude of the radiation field, as specified by the quantities defined in Section IIA, and on the degree of interaction between the radiation and matter as characterized by the quantities defined in Section lIB. Since dosimetric quantities are devised to provide a physical measure to correlate with actual or potential effects, they are, in essence, products of the quantities defined in IIA and those defined in lIB. Although dosimetric quantities are calculated as such products, they are not defined in this manner, primarily because they are usually measured directly.
C.l . The energy imparted, (, by ionizing radiation to the matter in a volume is:
where Rin = the radiant energy incident on the volume, i.e., the sum of the energies (excluding rest energies) of all those charged and uncharged ionizing particles which enter the volume, Rout = the radiant energy emerging from the volume, i.e., the sum of the energies (excluding rest energies) of all those charged and uncharged ionizing particles which leave the volume, and ~Q = the sum of all changes (decreases: positive sign, increases: negative sign) of the rest mass energy of nuclei and elementary particles in any nuclear transformations which occur in the volume.
Unit: J
Notes: (a) (is a stochastic quantity. (b) The expectation value of (, termed the mean energy imparted, t, is a non-stochastic quantity.
C.2. The lineal energy II, y, is the quotient of (by 7, where (is the energy imparted to the matter in a volume of interest by an energy deposition event and 7 is the mean chord length in that volume.
Unit: J m-I ( may be expressed in e V and hence y may be expressed in eV m-I , or some convenient submultiple or multiple, such.as keY J-lm-I .
Notes: (a) y is a stochastic quantity. (b) The distribution of lineal energy is independent of the absorbed dose or absorbed dose rate.
II In a commonly accepted formulation restricted to spherical volumes, a similar quantity (Y) was defined as the quotient of (by the sphere diameter. In the case of a spherical volume, y = % Y. Y is no longer used.
(c) The mean chord length in a volume is the mean length of randomly oriented chords in that volume.
For a convex body, I equals 4V/a, where V is the volume and a is the surface area. (d) It is useful to consider the probability distribution of y. The value of the distribution function, F(y), is the probability that the lineal energy is equal to or less than y . The probability densityI2, f(y), is the derivative of F(y) with respect to y. f(y) = dF(y) dy (e) The lineal energy is similar to the linear energy transfer since both quantities are defined as a quotient of energy by length. However, while linear energy transfer is a non-stochastic quantity !!ubject to an energy cutoff, lineal energy is a stochastic quantity subject to a geometric cutoff. Another difference is that linear energy transfer applies to a differential track element and must be determined over distances that are short compared with the range of the directly ionizing particle, while lineal energy is defined without reference to track structure and is, therefore, applicable even if the range is less than l.
C.3. The specific energy (imparted), z, is the quotient of (by m, where (is the energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter of mass m.
The special name for the unit of specific energy is gray (Gy).
The special unit of specific energy, rad, may be used temporarily.
1 rad = 10-2 J kg-I Notes: (a) z is a stochastic quantity. It is useful to consider the probability distribution of z.
(b) Specific energy may be due to one or more energy deposition events. The distribution function of the specific energy deposited in a single event, PI (z), is the conditional probability that a specific energy less than or equal to z is deposited if one event has occurred. The probability density, II (z), is the derivative of Fdz) with respect to z .
The value of the distribution function, F(z), is the probability that the specific energy is equal to or less than z. The probability density, I(z), is the derivative of F(z) with respect to z. . dD
D=dt
Unit: J kg-I S-I The special name, gray (Gy), may be substituted for joule per kilogram.
IGys-1 = IJkg-Is-1
The special unit, rad, may be used temporarily.
1 rad S-I = 10-:2 J kg-I S-I C.6. The kerma, K, is the quotient of dEtr by dm, where dE tr is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all the charged ionizing particles liberated by uncharged ionizing particles in a material of mass dm .
Unit : .J kg-I
The special name for the unit of kerma is gray (Gy).
IGy=l.Jkg-1
The special unit of kerma, rad, may be used temporarily.
1 rad = 10-:2 J kg-I Notes: (a) For uncharged ionizing radiation of energy E (excluding rest energy), the relationship between energy fluence, Ifr, and kerma, K, may be written as:
where Ptr/ fJ is the mass energy transfer coefficient and the term is called the kerma factor. (b) Since dEtr is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of the charged ionizing particles liberated by the uncharged ionizing particles, it also includes the energy that these charged particles radiate in bremsstrahlung. The energies of any charged particles are also included when these are produced in secondary processes occurring within the volume element. Thus, the energy of Auger electrons is part of dE lr when they are produced in dm.
(c) It may often be convenient to refer to a value of kerma or of kerma rate for a specified material at a point in free space, or inside a different material. In such a case, the value will be that which would be obtained if a small quantity of the specified material were placed at the point of interest. Calculations of kerma from known values of particle fluence or energy fluence and an imagined "small quantity of the specified material" use the relationships given in note (a). Therefore, one can speak, e.g., of the air kerma at a point inside a water phantom.
(d) For measurements of kerma, the mass element should be so small that its introduction does not appreciably disturb the field of the uncharged ionizing particles. This could be important if the material for which kerma is measured is different from the ambient medium; if the disturbance is appreciable, an appropriate correction must be applied.
(e) For the purpose of dosimetry, it may be convenient to describe the field of indirectly ionizing particles in terms of the kerma rate for a suitable material. The material could be air for electromagnetic radiation of moderate energies, pertinent tissue composition for all indirectly ionizing radiations applied in medicine or biology, or any relevant material for studies of radiation effects.
(f) Equality of absorbed dose and kerma is approached to the degree that charged particle equilibrium l3 obtains and bremsstrahlung production is negligible.
C.7. The kerma rate, k, is the quotient of dK by dt,
where dK is the increment of kerma in the time interval dt.
Unit: J kg-I S-I
The special name, gray (Gy), may be substituted for joule per kilogram.
1 Gy S-I = 1 J kg-I S-I The special unit, rad, may be used temporarily.
1 rad S-I = 10-2 J kg-I S-I C.B. The exposure, X, is the. quotient of dQ by dm where the value of dQ is the absolute value of the total charge of the ions of one sign produced in air when all l~ Charged particle equilibrium exists if the energies, number and direction of the charged particles are constant throughout the volume of interest. This is equivalent to saying that the spectral distribution of charged particle radiance does not vary within the volume. In particular, it follows that the sums of the energies (excluding rest energies) of the charged particles entering and leaving the volume are equal. the electrons (negatrons and positrons) liberated by photons in air of mass dm are completely stopped in air.
Unit:
The special unit of exposure, rontgen (R), may be used temporarily.
1 R = 2.58 X 10-4 C kg-I (exactly)
Notes: (a) The ionization arising from the absorption of bremsstrahlung emitted by the electrons is not to be included in dQ. Except for this difference, significant only at high energies, the exposure as defined above is the ionization equivalent of the air kerma. (b) With present techniques it is difficult to measure exposure when the photon energies involved lie above a few MeV or below a few keV.
(c) As in the case of kerma (Definition C.6, note c), it may often be convenient to refer to a value of exposure or of exposure rate in free space or at a point inside a material different from air. In such a case, the value will be that which would be determined for a small quantity of air placed at the point of interest. Therefore, one can speak, e.g., of the exposure at a point inside a water phantom.
(d) For measurements of exposure, the mass element should be so small that its introduction does not appreciably disturb the photon field. This could be important if the ambient medium is not air; if the disturbance is appreciable, an appropriate correction must be applied.
(e) An alternative definition of exposure is:
where Ifr is the energy fluence, #en/pis the mass energy absorption coefficient in air, e is the elementary charge and W is the mean energy expended in air per ion pair formed.
(f) Under conditions of transient charged-particle equilibrium, the numerical value of the exposure in rontgens is approximately equal to the numerical value of the absorbed dose in rads to air, water, or soft tissue. However, this approximate numerical equality no longer exists when SI units are used. For many applications involving photons, it may be convenient to obtain radiation determinations in terms of air kerma expressed in grays because an even better approximate numerical equality may exist between it and the absorbed dose to air, water, or soft tissue in grays under transient charged-particle equilibrium conditions. The calculation of the air kerma expressed in J kg-I (or Gy) from a determination of exposure expressed in C kg-I involves primarily the value of the quotient W Ie.
C.9. The exposure rate , ,\' , is the quotient of dX by dt, where dX is the increment of exposure in the time interval dt.
. dX
X=dt
Unit : C kg-I S-I The special unit, rontgen (R) , may be used temporarily.
1 R S-I = 2.58 X 10-4 C kg-1 S-I (exactly)
D. Radioactivity
Radiat.ion fields may be produced by radioactive materials. Some quantities pertinent to radioactivity are defined here.
D.l. The decay constant, A, of a radioactive nuclide in a particular energy state is the quotient of dP by dt, where dP is the probability of a given nucleus undergoing a spontaneous nuclear transition from that energy state in the time interval dt . Unit : S-I A = dP dt Note: The quantity (In 2)1 A is commonly called the half-life, T 1/2, of the radioactive nuclide, i.e., the time taken for the activity of an amount of radioactive nuclide to fall to half its initial value.
D.2. The activity, A, of an amount of radioactive nuclide in a particular energy state at a given time is the quotient of dN by dt, where dN is the expectation value of the number of spontaneous nuclear transitions from that energy state in the time interval dt .
Unit: S-I

A =dN dt
The special name for the unit of activity is becquerel (Bq).
1 Bq = 1 S-I The special unit of activity, curie (Ci), may be used temporarily.
1 Ci = 3.7 X 10 1 0.s-1 (exactly) D. Radioactivity ... 15 Notes: (a) Because of the practical importance of this quantity, the term "expectation value" is used here to make it possible for the definition to be used without reference to the section on Mathematical Formalism (I.C).
(b) The "particular energy state" is the ground state of the nuclide unless otherwise specified.
(c) The activity of an amount of a radioactive nuclide in a particular energy state is equal to the product of the decay constant for that state and the number of nuclei in that state.
D.3. The air k erma-rate constant, I~h of a radioactive nuclide emitting photons is the quot.ient of l~K ,5 by A, where K ,5 is the air kerma-rate due to photons of energy greater than 0, at a distance l from a point source of this nuclide having an activity A.
Unit : m 2 J kg-I When the special names, gray (Gy) and becquerel (Bq) are used, m 2 .J kg-I becomes m 2 Gy Bq-I S-I. The special unit of activity, curie (Ci), and the special unit of kerma, rad , may be used temporarily in the expression of the air kerma-rate constant.
1 rad m2 Ci-I S-I = (10-12 /3.7) m 2 J kg-I (exactly)
Notes: (a) The photons included in the definition comprise gamma rays, characteristic x rays, and internal bremsstrahlung. (b) This quantity, a characteristic of a radionuclide, is defined for 'an ideal point source. In a source of finite size, attenuation and scattering occur and annihilation radiation and external bremsstrahlung may be produced. In some cases these processes necessitate significant corrections. (c) Any medium intervening between the source and the point of measurement will give rise to absorption and scattering for which corrections are required. (d) The selection of the value of odepends upon the application. To simplify notation and ensure uniformity it is recommended that 0 be expressed in keV.
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